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ABOUT CHAMPION PREFABS
Champion Prefabs was established in 2005 as a leading green design and eco-build company and has 
established its global presence since its inception.  Our main objective is to provide superior prefabricated 
structures, and strive towards providing comfortable, clean, affordable and environmentally friendly living 
solutions while upholding high standards and unmatched quality.

With prefab-solutions for commercial structures and private homes, we have over the years extended our 
market across India, Australia, Middle East, Africa, USA and more. In the years to come our focus is to ensure 
that a green lifestyle is a privilege that everyone can afford. 

OUR CORNERSTONES OF SUCCESS
Team
Our diversified team is an energetic bunch of highly skilled and well-trained experts that solely focus on the 
high standards of craftsmanship and maintenance and are spread across 25 states in India, USA, and Africa. 
Owing to our commitment towards perfection and determination to succeed, we have enjoyed being at the 
top of our game for more than over a decade now. Moving ahead our aim is to help resolve all construction 
related problems of our customers, however small or large they may be. 

Commitment
Completing every project within the time scale and exceeding the expectations of our customers is our 
greatest victory. All our projects, irrespective of their urgency and size, are processed in accordance with all 
our quality control methods, as customer satisfaction is paramount here at Champions Prefabs.
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QUALITY & SAFETY 
Innovative, green, sustainable, integral and reliable, we are also LEED Certified and ISO Certified. While quality 
and comfort is of prime importance, we ensure that our offerings are affordable. A qualified and extremely 
competent team of professionals coupled with a highly skilled workforce, our work ethics, health, safety and 
environmental standards have played a key role in the amount of success we enjoy today. 

WOODEN HOMES 
The world is moving towards green living – and eco-friendly Wooden Prefab Homes and Resorts construction 
has grown exponentially over the years. Inspired by nature, prefab Wooden Homes redefines classy living with 
design masterpieces that are technically advanced, sustainable, environmentally safe and economic. Wooden 
prefabs uses natural and re-useable materials, is quick to set up, cost-effective and aesthetically pleasing. We 
believe Wooden homes are truly the future of our generation. 

WHY CHOOSE US?
From architectural planning to actual construction using latest technology, we provide comprehensive and 
elegant solutions to all your home building requirements. 
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PRE-ENGINEERED STEEL BUILDING

Champion Prefabs’ Pre-Engineered steel Building (PEB) is the solution to contemporary, cost-effective and agile 
construction. Custom-designed, light on weight and sturdy, PEBs are suitable for a wide range of commercial 
constructions. It consists of a complete steel framed building system, with pre-designed components to best 
suit the unique customer requirements of Pre Engineered Steel Buildings in India. The final product is a 
complete building shell with sub-structural systems including mezzanine floors, crane systems, canopies, 
fascia’s and interior partitions.
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RAPID BUILDING - LGSF

The demand for Light Gauge Steel Frame (LGSF) buildings and structures across global markets is growing 
rapidly. And at Champion Prefabs, we bring forward this technology to help businesses take a smart step 
towards the green revolution. The inherent strength and design flexibility of LGSF construction enables 
increased spans, custom openings, curved walls and a variety of external architectural façade treatments; 
making it a versatile choice of construction material. From custom design solutions, modelling and methodology 
to manufacturing and installation, we provide a whole structure solution for your construction project. 
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CONTAINERS HOMES

Ideal living spaces and sanitation is a recurring challenge for governments globally. Modular eco-friendly 
shipping container homes are therefore the alternative that one should be aiming for. A modern solution to 
living spaces, container homes are economic, stylish and ideal for business and personal use. Though the 
concept is fairly new, we are regarded by many as leaders in building prefab container homes and have 
successfully completed projects across major geographies. With customized features, seamless finish, longer 
service life and low-maintenance Prefab container homes, are the solution to a global challenge.



ADVANTAGES

Champion Prefabs prefab structures have multiple
advantages that you can benefit from. 

Energy efficient
Superior quality thermo- regulation 

makes ACs and fans efficient,
saving a lot of power.

Quality assurance
All our prefab homes
undergo 35+ quality checks,
ensuring safety and precision.

Construction Speed
Prefab homes construction is 90% faster 

than conventional homes, enabling 
them to be built within 3 months!

Affordable
Not too expensive due to
reasons like minimal labor
costs, 0% wastage and so on.

Customizable
You can pick out your own design, 
layout etc. or, we can help you out 

with that. If you wish to create a 
design of your own, we can make 

that happen too!

Safe
These homes are designed to live
in for decades! Earthquake resistant,
pest resistant, fireproof etc. your
safety is guaranteed.
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Zero waste
Since most of the work is done off-site 

and it’s mostly computerized, there’s 
negligible waste formation.



Champion Infratech Pvt. Ltd.
J.S. Tower, #L32, 2nd A Main Road, HSR Layout, 
6th Sector, Outer Ring Road, Agara, 
Bangalore - 560102, Karnataka, India. 

www.championprefabs.com


